ENERGY
Here is the Eco team carrying out the energy audit and learning how
to detect different sorts of light bulbs.

They organised an Energy Assembly to promote ‘turn off fortnight’
and select energy monitors from the many willing volunteers.

The Eco team have studied the energy use graphs and compared our school use with that of
other similar schools. They found that we really needed to think more about our use of
electricity and immediately set about making sure more electrical items were switched off
at night. The total spend for electricity was £2278, we thought of looking up to find out

what type of schools did better and asking if they had any tips. We compared year by year
and found that September and October were really high this year – why was that? We’ve
been discussing this in the staff room too.

The Eco team also met with Mr Brimer and Mrs Gilbertson to decide how we could improve
the school’s energy use. We know we have an old building but we still need to try and make
it more energy efficient.
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Switch off monitors all year
Lights over lunch check
Check out the cost of electric taps
Write to the Diocese and ask if we can
have Solar panels
Plastic strips in the green corridors to
stop the draft
Lag pipes in the toilets
Take off the door latches
Fit a draft excluder to Woodlands
Copier room fill gap in wall and then look
at insulating the ceiling better
Switch off monitors all year

The Energy Monitors in class turned off computers, lights and also closed doors
and windows – this is an ongoing activity and we will need to keep on reminding
people.

The youngest children leant all about electricity and what it is – where it comes from and
why it is important not to waste it. They made posters too to remind us to turn lights off!

Eco Energy song from Owl Class children – its attached below!

The oldest class explored different types of renewable energy and how it was made. They listed the
pros and cons and made group posters so share their ideas with the class.

